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healthyControlsCheck  Function that reads in the GEO code of a dataset, and returns true if there’s at least a feature containing the healthy controls.

Description

Function that reads in the GEO code of a dataset, and returns true if there’s at least a feature containing the healthy controls.

Usage

healthyControlsCheck(datasetGeoCode, verbose = FALSE)

Arguments

datasetGeoCode  the GEO code of a dataset.
verbose  a boolean flag stating if helping messages should be printed or not

Value

a boolean value

Examples

healthyControlsCheckOutcome <- healthyControlsCheck("GSE3268", FALSE)

healthyControlsChecker

healthyControlsChecker: A package for verifying the presence of healthy controls in a GEO dataset

Description

The healthyControlsChecker package provides one relevant function: healthyControlsCheck()

healthyControlsCheck() function

The healthyControlsCheck() function readsin the GEO code of a dataset, and returns true if there’s at least a feature containing the healthy controls.
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